
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR) has long been considered a

gold standard in research, as its reviews take into account all available empirical

evidence to reach conclusions about any given topic. A systematic review is

essentially a "study of studies," which can generate "authoritative and reliable
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A 2023 study published in the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews found

wearing masks “makes little or no difference” in COVID-19 transmission



The New York Times got involved and columnist Zeynep Tufekci published an opinion

piece titled, “Here’s Why the Science Is Clear That Masks Work,” in rebuttal — and

reached out to Cochrane



Cochrane’s editor in chief released a statement about the study, stating the implication

“masks don’t work” is an “inaccurate and misleading interpretation,” and they were

calling on the authors to change the study’s summary and abstract



The study’s authors were blindsided by the statement, and the lead author reiterated,

“There is just no evidence that they [masks] make any difference. Full stop”



In 2006, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation gave a $1.15-million grant to Cochrane,

which subsequently published controversial and heavily criticized research in favor of

HPV vaccines, which Gates has widely supported
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information."

Their reviews are then updated every few years to ensure they redect the latest

research  and are considered valuable decision-making tools for researchers, health

care workers and policy makers alike.

Unfortunately, Cochrane's unbiased reputation has been tarnished, and its editor in

chief, Karla Soares-Weiser, appears to have sold out to the mainstream narrative,

going so far as to throw her own researchers under the bus in the process. It all stems

back to a study on masks — one of the most controversial topics of the pandemic.

Cochrane Review Finds Masks Are Worthless

A team of researchers led by Tom Jefferson of the University of Oxford has been

studying "interventions for the interruption or reduction of the spread of respiratory

viruses" since 2006. Beginning in 2010, they began focusing on "physical

interventions," — including screening at entry ports, isolation, quarantine, physical

distancing, personal protection, hand hygiene, face masks, glasses and gargling — to

prevent respiratory virus transmission.

The review was updated in 2011, 2020 and again in 2023.  The latest update added

11 new randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and cluster-RCTs, six of which were

conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, for a total number of 78 RCTs reviewed. In

terms of medical and surgical masks, the team found "moderate-certainty evidence"

that they're useless compared to no masks:

"Wearing masks in the community probably makes little or no difference to

the outcome of in8uenza-like illness (ILI)/COVID-19 like illness compared to

not wearing masks … Wearing masks in the community probably makes little

or no difference to the outcome of laboratory-conHrmed in8uenza/SARS-

CoV-2 compared to not wearing masks."
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Even in the case of N95 and P2 respirators, no clear benent was found. In the study's

plain language summary, it's noted:

"Four studies were in healthcare workers, and one small study was in the

community. Compared with wearing medical or surgical masks, wearing

N95/P2 respirators probably makes little to no difference in how many

people have conHrmed 8u (5 studies; 8407 people); and may make little to no

difference in how many people catch a 8u-like illness (5 studies; 8407

people), or respiratory illness (3 studies; 7799 people)."

Cochrane Editor Calls Mask Study 'Inaccurate and Misleading'

During the pandemic, you may remember, magical thinking relating to masks created

one of the most polarized debates in U.S. history and led to "anti-maskers" being

labeled as "grandma killers."  So you can imagine the uproar when Cochrane released

its nndings.

True to form, The New York Times got involved and columnist Zeynep Tufekci

published an opinion piece titled, "Here's Why the Science Is Clear That Masks Work,"

in rebuttal and a video rebuttal that you can view below.

"Tufekci argued that despite no high-quality data, we could conclude, based on poor

evidence, that masks do work," Maryanne Demasi, Ph.D., a former medical scientist

with the University of Adelaide and former reporter for ABC News in Australia,

reported on Substack. "Tufekci also reached out to Cochrane for comment, and

presumably, pressured Cochrane into publishing a statement on its website."

In the statement, Soares-Weiser, Cochrane's editor in chief, stated the nnding that

"masks don't work" is an "inaccurate and misleading interpretation," and they were

"engaging with the review authors with the aim of updating the Plain Language

Summary and abstract."  "Cochrane's statement was interpreted widely as an

'apology,' and in some cases, tweeters  believed the review was 'retracted,'" Demasi
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explained.

Authors: We Don't Change Reviews Based on 'What Media
Wants'

Demasi spoke with lead author Jefferson about the unexpected statement. "It was

upsetting," Jefferson said. "Cochrane has thrown its own researchers under the bus

again. The apology issued by Cochrane is from Soares-Weiser, not from the authors

of the review."

Demasi also interviewed Jefferson after the mask study was initially published, and

he was clear about its nndings, stating, "There is just no evidence that they make any

difference. Full stop."

Noting that there wasn't much change in the nndings from the 2020 review to 2023,

Jefferson said the study was ready to be released in early 2020, as the pandemic was

starting, "but Cochrane held it up for seven months before it was nnally published in

November 2020. Those seven months were crucial. During that time, it was when

policy about masks was being formed. Our review was important, and it should have

been out there."

He believes that Cochrane intentionally delayed publication of the mask study until it

could massage the results to nt with the narrative that masks work:

"For some unknown reason, Cochrane decided it needed an 'extra' peer-

review. And then they forced us to insert unnecessary text phrases in the

review like 'this review doesn't contain any covid-19 trials,' when it was

obvious to anyone reading the study that the cut-off date was January 2020.

… During those 7 months, other researchers at Cochrane produced some

unacceptable pieces of work, using unacceptable studies, that gave the 'right

answer.'"
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This time around, Jefferson and colleagues don't intend to let Cochrane bully them

into changing their study results to appease the media. He told Demasi:

"We've decided that we are going to write to Cochrane leadership and

complain about the way this has been handled … In this instance, Soares-

Weiser has gone outside the normal channels and made decisions without

any consultation with the authors of the review. It is unacceptable.

… I will also contact the New York Times about the article where Tufekci used

her platform to attack my credibility. She mentioned my name six times in her

piece, despite there being multiple authors on the Cochrane review.

She has no track record of publishing original research on acute respiratory

illnesses, and it appears that if she does not like what's in the review, it's open

season on the scientists … We are the copyright holders of the review, so we

decide what goes in or out of the review. We do not change our reviews on

the basis of what the media wants."

Cochrane Crushed Under Weight of Bill Gates' Money

When you're one of the richest people in the world, you can buy virtually anything you

want — including control of the media and academia. In the past, the Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation (BMGF) funded the placement of "educational" messages in

popular TV shows such as "ER," "Law & Order: SVU," and "Private Practice," including

topics such as HIV prevention, surgical safety and the spread of infectious diseases,

i.e., vaccinations.

In 2006, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) also gave a $1.15-million grant

to Cochrane to "support the development of Cochrane's next generation evidence

system, with a specinc focus on maternal and child health … a major component of

Cochrane's wider technology development program designed to address the

challenge of ever-increasing health data."
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As for why BMGF and other foundations that funded Cochrane may have been

interested in this venture, Children's Health Defense reported:

"[T]he foundations' targeted pots of money appear to be helping Cochrane

build a 'next-generation evidence system' that will use technological

advances and machine learning to maximize the impact of 'Big Data.'

Vaccination is one of the policy arenas where the rollout of Big Data is being

most enthusiastically embraced, with researchers acclaiming Big Data's

potential to streamline the delivery of 'rationally designed vaccines' and to

'track the success of vaccination campaigns' …

BMGF is actively promoting Big Data as a vaccination tool in the developing

world, where it can 'track pandemics' and help vaccine workers 'determine

what percent of a region they have immunized from a disease.'"

In 2018, a Cochrane review of human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine  was heavily

criticized for condicts of interest of the authors, including Dr. Lauri Markowitz, a CDC

employee involved in the HPV vaccination program.

In a BMJ rapid response, it was further noted, "The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

has been very induential in promoting HPV vaccination. In regards to the Cochrane

HPV vaccine review, Cochrane has a condict of interest in that it is a benenciary of Bill

& Melinda Gates Foundation funding."  Children's Health Defense added:

"A … Cochrane review highly favorable to the human papillomavirus (HPV)

vaccine — one of the most disastrous vaccines ever rushed onto the market

— suggests that the foundations are getting plenty of bang for their

charitable buck.

Despite ample indications that manufacturers used phony placebos and

other statistical gimmicks to hide the serious risks of HPV vaccines, and

mounting evidence of other 'deceptive practices …' [the review] of HPV
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vaccines reported no increased risk of serious adverse effects and

concluded that deaths reported in HPV studies 'have been judged not to be

related to the vaccine.'

These conclusions likely were well received by … BMGF, which has supported

the HPV vaccine's introduction around the world."

Cochrane Founder Thrown Out for Not Following Vax Dogma

Suqce to say, even "gold-standard" research organizations like Cochrane have been

innltrated by globalists looking to further their world domination narrative — mask-

wearing included. If there were any doubt, consider the story of professor Dr. Peter

Gøtzsche, a Danish physician-researcher who co-founded the Cochrane Collaboration

in 1993.

Cochrane's reputation remained remarkably unblemished all the way up until 2018,

when Gøtzsche and Cochrane-aqliated researchers Lars Jørgensen and Jefferson —

of the featured mask study — published a scathing critique of Cochrane's review of

the HPV vaccine, pointing out methodological daws and condicts of interest.

Gøtzsche was subsequently expelled by the Cochrane governing board, with the

board insisting his removal was due to "repeated misuse of oqcial letterhead to

espouse personal views" and not due to his criticism of Cochrane's HPV review.  Four

board members (Dr. Gerald Gartlehner, David Hammerstein Mintz, Joerg Meerpohl

and Nancy Santesso) resigned in protest of Gotzsche's removal from the governing

board.

As it stands, Demasi suggests Cochrane may be a sinking ship, one that's continuing

its tradition of succumbing to pressure over controversial scientinc conclusions, even

if they're sound. Jefferson, meanwhile, told Demasi that the editor's attack on the

mask study may backnre:
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"I think Soares-Weiser has made a colossal mistake. It sends the message

that Cochrane can be pressured by reporters to change their reviews. People

might think, if they don't like what they read in a Cochrane review because it

contradicts their dogma, then they can compel Cochrane to change the

review. It has set a dangerous precedent."

Login or Join to comment on this article
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Guillermou

Everything is a scam and a crime against humanity: the science dominated by BigPharma and

government institutions, the masks, the origin of C-19, PCR tests, trials and the effectiveness of

biological weapons against C-19 and the emergency use authorization (EUA) . Scientinc research is

subject to the power of large corporations commanded by the globalist elite and diabolical characters

such as Bill Gates, who do not try to generate knowledge about reality but seek to adapt reality to the

manipulation of power. data science, in which computer science and social science come together to

produce and systematize enormous amounts of information The allopathic doctrine follows what the

globalists say.

The Fauci cult was “all in” with bunk mandates for the scam, including lockdowns, social distancing,

masking, vaccinations, boosters, Remdesivir, ventilators, and using the unvaccinated as scapegoats for

every sickness and death In late January an Oxford epidemiologist published the most rigorous and

comprehensive analysis of scientinc studies investigating the eqcacy of face masks against C-19 and

datly admitted that plastic-nlled mouths and nose veils are certinably useless. and now doating used

and polluted in the world's oceans, they are a worthless joke.

As for the "studies" that the government presented as "evidence" that the masks work, Jefferson told

Demasi that they are all corrupted and should never have been accepted as "solid science." dawed

observational studies,” he explained. In a nutshell, the review found that states with mask mandates

did no better than states without them in terms of covid cases, hospitalizations and deaths. The masks

are just a political symbol, in other words, not a viable medical intervention.

12ft.io/proxy?q=https%3A%2F%2Fdnyuz.com%2F2023%2F02%2F21%2Fthe-mask-ma..  ( 02/21/2023)

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

Comprehensive peer-reviewed research of more than 75 mask studies as part of a meta-analysis,

with randomized controlled trials, demonstrates that masks have always been useless.

www.zerohedge.com/political/massive-mask-study-shows-little-no-differe..  (02/02/2023).------

Add to that the corruption of the CDC who knew all along that masks were useless, but pushed

them along with the mandates that have fueled a major mental health and economic crisis.

www.sovereignman.com/trends/the-cdc-is-about-to-be-canceled-by-google-..  (2021) .------The

PCR tests that the government pushed to the masses during the C-19 “pandemic” are a scam,

unearthed emails show.

expose-news.com/2023/03/16/emails-blow-the-covid-pcr-test-scam-out-of-..  (03/16/2023).------

Pnzer and the Department of Defense committed FRAUD by submitting bogus trials to bogus FDA

reviewers. If the rules prior to the PREP Act had remained in effect at the time of these fraudulent

lawsuits, none of the aforementioned issues would have been tolerated. During the Emergency Use

Authorization (EUA) sham, Pnzer, in conjunction with the Department of Defense (DoD), submitted

data from Pnzer and the Department of Defense that no evaluation of pharmacokinetics,

pharmacodynamics, biomarkers or genetics regarding injections.

fakescience.news/2023-02-15-fda-eua-covid-vaccines-faked.html  (02/15/2023)

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

VanTheMan88

This was one of the most divisive aspects of the Scamdemic. I honestly think that the wearing of

masks hits some psychological sweet spot of security, overriding logic. Like how the same areas

of the brain are stimulated by a real tiger or an image of a tiger on a TV screen, hence why people

can be frightened of something that they know isn't real. Mask-wearers I've spoken to about masks

seem to feel like it at least does something because it looks like it does... I honestly don't care if

they so wish, I just don't want the same thing enforced on me, and would like acknowledgement

that they can't provide much evidence of masks doing what they claim they do...

Posted On 03/31/2023
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VanTheMan88

galtsgulch.substack.com/.../podcast-3-family-fallouts-over-covid   I don't know how many

commenters on here have had big fallouts with family over masks, vaccines, or whatever, but for

anyone who might be struggling, or have struggled, with such condicts
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juststeve

Gui, Risk vs. Reward. Supposedly the way what is or isn't done medically. Things are so out of

whack the Risk or Reward focus, especially since No Liability shields Too Big P-Harma on vaccines,

has shifted from what is the Risk vs. Reward from positive health outcomes to the Risk is all on the

Public & the taxpayers. Reward is based on No Liability for the 1%& those doing their maintenance

dirty work for them. Players who get paychecks, some get very fat paychecks. When years before

all this Planned Demic, Fauci & Gates most likely had long conversations about No Liability Shields

afforded Vaccines. Is it a stretch with Gates past history of malicious monopolistic marketing

practices that he would jump on this clause with both hands?

The No Liability for many already a problem before Gates took Pole Position to push those

beholding on his payroll became involved. His behavior so bad he ended up testifying in Congress

for a mild public spanking leading to his formation of the Bill & Milinda Gates Foundation to pump

out a White Knight, altruistic, generous caring philanthropist image nrewall protecting him from

being seen for what he is. If the Risk is all on our Health, Resources & Treasury as individuals as

well as country, & the Rewards are $$$, Power & Control for WEF/WHO/Gates & all those who stand

with them, how can anything change?

This method of Risk vs. Reward leads to there was never a Pandemic, but clever Massaged

Marketing changing long established & known dennition & useful practices. There was never an

experimental new product as the experiment to its effectiveness & disastrous results were

exposed many years ago, in third world countries. Marketed as vaccines and delivered through

Jab/s, mandated on the public the current experiment seems to be how much can we get away

with. A sweet Risk vs. Reward in recent history widespread throughout the Rockefeller/Gates/Too

Big to Fail P-Harma when risk is too big to ignore, pay penny penalties.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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fvtomasch

Gui-With all the political rococo and doublespeak from politicians and so called medical

professionals telling us something different every day you can see why so many people are

confused about the protocols issued by them. Remember this? www.youtube.com/watch

 duckduckgo.com/?q=biden+saying+if+you+get+vaccinated+you+don%3Bt+need+..

 duckduckgo.com/?q=Dr+Fauci+saying+if+you+get+vaccinated+you+don%3Bt+ne.. . When is a

person considered "Fully" vaccinated? Probably never if Big Pharma has anything to say about it.

According to many including Fauci follow the science but that seems to change daily. Imagine If

Einstein's theory was E=MC2 one day and the next day it's E=ABC/XYZ-2 and something else the

next day. Total confusion indicted upon the unsuspecting public and most took it Hook-Line and

Sinker.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

jhy7142

Using masks for a virus that doesnt exist will never work . Masks are a sign that the slave will obey

his MASTER and be his obedient *** no matter what . Oh no I cursed that will make me not credible

for the calm and meek . Remember during the false dag 1918 bird brain du the researchers could

not spread the du du no matter what they tried . People started keeling over when they came out

with the life saving 5 grams of aspirin every couple of hours causing pneumonia and drowning in

ones own body . Then came the miricale of the vaxx to save the day with the same death saving

results of the 2019 Scamdemic , With all deadly viruses you must have a catalyst to do the killing

because deadly viruses dont exist like they say just deadly scientists Hell bent on control .

Its funny how they need a super microscope to study these tiny dangerous killing machines but

then tell you to wear a mask to stop the spread . Like asking a chain link fence to stop a freaking

gnat from escaping . People are so clueless maybe they need to be weeded out .

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

Thank you all for your interesting comments. Masks = fear +"vaccines" + physical and mental

illnesses + pollution. Corrupt science causes suffering, disease and death. More than 400 studies

show the failure of COVID policies and mandates. Vaccines are the incentive to boost the

pandemic and the masks have only been for control, not for safety. Some of us don't like the

government controlling our genes and our immune systems. The Covid mask is just a tool for

everyone to get vaccinated and the CDC knew that all along. The nrst genocidal trick of bringing all

minorities to the vaccine outlets failed, so they tried the mask trick. Masks and “Vaccines” have

been the tools to instill fear of death and disease, it is a sign that the world is in a pandemic, and

many are supposed to be in fear and panic at all times.

The use of masks showed that the government can tell everyone what to do and force them to do

something without really explaining why. They want us all to feel sorry for killing all those poor

vaccinated people who are supposed to be immune to what they say we spread. The science was

falsined, the size of the holes in the masks at least 5 to 10 times larger than the Whuan

coronavirus. People have been subjected to the yoke of tyrants, defense mechanisms, and blind

obedience to authority that are part of the mass formation psychosis acting as a form of

brainwashing and mind control by the mass media subjected to the deep state.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

Ian Miller talked about how masking narratives are affecting the way people think. Miller is the

author of the book “Unmasked: The Global Failure of COVID Mask Mandates”. He noted that

people followed mask mandates out of fear: simply because they didn't know what COVID was all

about from the start. “Remember, the WHO was saying something like three and a half percent of

people who got COVID were going to die.” "Once things open up and you see everyone wearing a

mask and you don't want to be the only person there and cause a scene and have a condict and get

yelled at because you're not doing what everyone else is doing," Miller.

he said. In promoting masks a generation of censors has been stiding the scientinc debate about

masks on social media platforms. When Scott Atlas, a member of Trump's White House

coronavirus task force, questioned the effectiveness of masks last year, Twitter removed his tweet.

These acts of censorship were widely denounced, but the scientinc police of social networks are

not intimidated, as I found out about the damage caused to children by the use of masks. The

"independent fact-checkers" aqliated with a nonpront group called Science Feedback, which has

partnered with Facebook in what it calls a "nght against misinformation." The group describes itself

as "nonpartisan," a claim I would label "mostly false" after studying dozens of its fact checks that

impose progressive orthodoxy on climate change and public health.

Many studies have been done on masks. After reviewing 65 scientinc articles (original studies,

literature reviews, and meta-analyses), the researchers concluded that there was statistically

signincant evidence of what they called "Mask-Induced Burnout Syndrome."

nypost.com/2021/05/18/how-facebook-uses-fact-checking-to-suppress-scie..  .----

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Gui your nrst sentence pretty much sums up the sad state of reality we're in..

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

VAX DEATHS AND COVID DEATHS ACCORDING TO LATEST RASMUSSEN REPORTS POLL, by Steve

Kirsch. This is the most important poll they've ever done. Mainstream media will NEVER

commission a poll like this. NEVER. So when they say the poll must be wrong, ask to see THEIR

poll. Rasmussen comes out with the most important poll they’ve ever done and the results are

devastating. Go check it out now before it is banned and make sure to post it to your social media.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/vax-deaths-covid-deaths-according?utm_sourc..  (03/31/2023)

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Brave Browser's results...

search.brave.com/videos?q=Biden%20saying%20if%20you%20get%20vaccinated..

Posted On 03/31/2023
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RASMUSSEN POLLS: COVID VS. VACCINE. AMERICANS TELL US WHICH IS THE BIGGEST KILLER

rumble.com/v2fmz2o-rasmussen-polls-covid-vs.-vaccine.-americans-tell-u..  (03/31/2023)

Posted On 03/31/2023
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srg03462

I have never seen anything destroy the happiness and carefree world of childhood in my lifetime as

masks did. The masking of children for the entire school day, after school singing in choir, outdoor

sports including cross country (!) was the most diabolical, absurd, cruel, insane form of psychological

manipulation I have ever witnessed. I still cannot forgive the teachers who told the kids every minute to

pull their masks up throughout the school day. We still have teachers and students who cannot take

them off. I see a mask on anyone to this day and I cringe. Just diabolical!

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

blessthebeasts

I've been seeing a man and his daughter wearing masks and goggles at the health food store

where I shop for the past three years. She is about 10-11 years old now and is becoming quite

chubby--like her father--probably due to lack of exercise because of mask wearing. They even wear

them in their car when leaving. I've heard him telling her to pull her mask up when she's outside the

store. I feel terrible for her and can only hope she isn't being abused in other ways.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

It is terrible to think that children have been locked in their homes for lack of air and sun in the

middle of nature. In addition to the serious danger to mental and physical health of the terrible

masks, knowing that there is no risk except serious previous pathologies Many children have

natural immunity to COVID-19 and are also not signincant vectors of transmission. So there really

was no need to impose draconian COVID restrictions on children for fear of their safety or the

safety of others, let alone a vaccine that would have lifelong health consequences.

murder of defenseless children. Consider long-term health problems, mental and physical health

such as respiratory problems. Children are the ones who have suffered the most from the use of

masks. A study involving more than 25,000 children reveals that masks are harming schoolchildren

in many physical and psychological ways and have a negative effect on their behaviour, focus and

interest in learning. These negative effects are censored on social media, underestimated by the

media, and ignored by government oqcials. Of the 25,930 children studied, the database includes

at least 17,854 health complaints nled by parents.

These health problems and impairments were seen in approximately 68 percent of masked

schoolchildren who were forced to wear face coverings for an average of four and a half hours per

day. These included irritability (60%), headache (53%), diqculty concentrating (50%), less

happiness (49%), reluctance to go to school/kindergarten (44%), malaise (42% ) learning problems

(38%) ) and drowsiness or fatigue (37%). www.researchsquare.com/.../v1

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

bowgirl

We have to ask "work at what?" The numbers of people who got sick are evidence masks did not stop

the spread of viral infection.  Masks did work to channel fear and enforce crowd control.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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DavidHenry959

Yes, the global symbol of ignorance and compliance.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, it is understood how mass formation psychosis has been exercised, it is a form of

brainwashing and mind control by the media subjected to the deep state, to believe that there is a

terrifying "virus" doating in the air, and the only way to stop it is by wearing a mask and getting

"vaccinated"; Otherwise, you could die a horrible death while endangering your own family and

friends or professional colleagues. The link illustrates what is happening in modern psychological

operations run by governments, global forums like the UN and WHO, and the WEF.

Hitler's Basic Principles against us and, in particular, have been used against "anti-vaccine"

doctors, scientists, and lawyers who have spoken out against the totalitarian practices of Western

governments, CDC and WHO-approved narratives discussed the early treatment or attempted to

examine or explore data related to vaccine adverse events or the rationale for universal

vaccination. PROPAGANDA, CORPORATISM, AND THE HIDDEN GLOBAL COUP.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/propaganda-corporatism-and-the-hidden?token=..  (2022)
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Casimcea

Hogwash. This is asking the wrong question and by default endorses tyranny. Masks ARE medical

devices and as such REQUIRE INFORMED CONSENT.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

bwkirk5

“Welcome to the transformation of America” B O. 2008 And the mirons cheered their new Pied

Piper. Happy now kiddies?

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Eevee

Yes it depends on the mask, the type of mask.... etc.. medical or safety too, think nre nghters,

divers etc... asbestos clearance workers... people working in chemical labs etc...

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

And most seriously, the biological weapons against the C-19 that have caused millions of deaths,

diseases and a great economic crisis due to the mandates and connnements of the population.

One of the basic tenets of modern medicine is the right to informed consent, but this disappeared

as C-19 gripped the world and vaccine companies saw huge opportunities for pront. There has

been widespread deception by governments, public health oqcials, social media platforms and the

media, with people losing liberties at every turn for failing to comply with mask and vaccination

mandates or just express your opinions about the situation. This is the subject of the documentary

called Uninformed Consent.

The nlm promises an in-depth look at the narrative surrounding COVID-19. It explores not only who

controls it, but also how it has been used to inject nearly everyone on Earth with new and untested

technology. It is a sobering look at the destruction of human rights, not just on a larger scale but on

a more personal level through the story of the devastating loss of one person, a story too many

people can relate to these days. The nlm also features commentary from doctors and scientists

who were brave enough to take a stand and speak out against Big Pharma and other elites who are

pronting from global vaccine mandates. librti.com/uninformed-consent

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

[rstname_lastnamerunbox

In all other instances, for sure. There are plenty of studies also that clearly show cloth masks are

not effective.  They were, however, sort of 'stars of David' symbols for the blind and deaf leftists

pushing nonscience while calling it science.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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katndognco

I sewed a mask from netting and an old T-shirt, wore that for a few weeks, received a lot of laughs and

great conversations but then signs started popping up about acceptable materials and I was turned

away. I was escorted out of Costco by a Mgr bc my nose was out, I refused to cover it. We had a heated

exchange with me asking if he actually believed a bandana was affective against this deadly virus? He

gave an incredulous glare and with that I tore off my mask, walked out with my entire face exposed,

breathing freely rather than a little nose longing for freedom. I absolutely rebelled at every opportunity.

Lost family and friends; they chose smug, fear based insanity, their choice. I still get po’d thinking

about that crap. People were completely nuts!!

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

brianallen1

Kat, I've got a better one. Heated discussion with a grocery store manager. I returned with black

shade netting over my face. The kind that blocks all of 65% of sunlight! About 5% of the protection

compared to a lady wearing a veil at a funeral. A-OK with him. Then I started wearing my

motorcycle helmet with the visor OPEN. I stopped and asked him if it was acceptable. He replied

"As long as you're covering your face". Insanity.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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[rstname_lastnamerunbox

Great points and so true about so many people being completely nuts. Reminds me of my

husband's work - a contractor required its staff to wear masks. One supervisor wore one but he cut

a hole in it so he could smoke cigarettes. My husband and fellow workers got a laugh out of seeing

the dude walking around with a mask on and smoking a cigarette through that hole in his mask.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Dordee

It seems that ruralareas faired better,at least where I live. We observed the masks bit for a short

time, then people simply did not wear them and no one forced us to. I do see some people, seniors

who still do, but very few. I recently had to go to the hospital overnight. They tested me, I was

negative just like I told the nurse. She said if I wanted to walk in the hall, had to wear a masks but

in my room did not. What nurses and drs coming and going from my room, they took their masks

down when came in. Sort of proves to me that masks are ineffective or they would wear them all

the time.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

otis101

Communism, they masked for it!

Posted On 04/01/2023
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forbiddenhealing

Cold dry air desiccates nasal passages promoting the proliferation of virus/bacteria!!!!  A winter

mask/balaclava/scarf helps maintain warmth and humidity...why humidiners/hydration oppose the

start of colds du...bugs that probably already exist in yer nose but lack favorable conditions....Terrain

over Germ Theory.... studies prove it.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, Randall, contact with nature, an air free of toxins and a healthy diet will make us free from the

harmful action of pathogens. First of all we must power the natural immunity that is the one that

will defeat the C-19. For this we must take care of "the ground", that is, the internal environment of

the body, to defeat any external germ. What Bchamp called "ground" is very close to what modern

medicine has now called the innate immune system.  We must consider the adaptation of people

to diseases, through a suitable modulation of the immune system. Traces of viral DNA can be

found scattered throughout the human genome and scientists have verined this. When an

epidemic occurs at some point in evolution, the population that is attacked by any pathogen

adapts. First of all, take care of a good adaptation to natural immunity.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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rrealrose

Ah yes, these work for eons to combat falling ill during du season, outside...

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Momkastner

That makes sense to a certain degree - as long as the masks are fresh & clean.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

otis101

Momkastner, question for you. Are you understanding Randall's comment? Cause you are

supporting wearing a mask if they are fresh and clean. I will admit I had to read Randall's comment

more than once to fully understand what he meant. Part of my problem was not being familiar with

the word desiccates. I had to look it up.
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[rstname_lastnamerunbox

Does your study prove that cloth masks or scarf used as a mask allow a virus to pass through to

the 'warmer' environment? Or, does the oft described mosquitto dying through a cyclone fence

suggest something?

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

forbiddenhealing

Wish I could nnd the study? Not worried bout "germs", concerned with Terrain conditions that favor

opportunistic bugs to proliferate....Cold dried out sinuses lead to the normal reaction of a runny

nose attempting to dush out germs....When nose doesn't run NAC orally and nebulized is called for

to thin and increase mucus dow..so needed in case of covid "dry Cough"...and of course nebulized

H2O2 to destroy germs/debris....

Posted On 03/31/2023
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ChrisColes

The truth will, always, out. But now a greater truth has become very evident indeed; humanity can no

longer hold any faith in the once great scientinc institutions such as Cochrane, and not just Cochrane,

as it seems almost all of them, particularly surrounding the existing pharmaceutical industries ; have

sold their once great credibility to the devil, for handfuls of silver cast at their proverbial feet.

Madness!!

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

carmoora

The results show the religious MASK wearing pattern of behavior has been quite accurately

described as wearing of the "covid scientists' Hijab". Scientists with masks strapped to the right

place on the face (shockingly along with the rest of the community) could be now judged as true

believers in the covid claptrap.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Big]etch

Chris This is not to do with 20 pieces of silver. (Without the original version..there would have been

no Christianity. This is ALL ABOUT fear. Just look at the ordinary GPs who now say they were

threatened with being struck off if they didnt " follow orders". At the highest level, the"9

11"syndrome was and is, the ultimate threat. Energy weapons with no defence ! This is why all

governments are complying. Regan knew this, as he stated in his well known speech. The only

misstatement was to do with " aliens " The ultimate false dag.
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Guillermou

Yes, Chris, in these days you can very easily see how the "leaders" play science at will and turn on

their "lie" meters and you can also see the desperation of people who try to live honestly and nnd

themselves with a world where money, even if it is the product of corruption, is a great motivating

force to achieve more prestige and power. Being honest, helpful, generous, and other virtues can

get into an unwanted realm, where small ethical transgressions pave the way for larger

transgressions to come. Leaders should be very aware that corruption money is not the way to

achieve happiness. Being healthy, considerate, honest, helpful, generous, self-sacrincing, and

much more should be seen as strange, ridiculous, and unrealistic.

No matter how dark the lies, the light of truth will prevail. An entire pharmaceutical industry has

been built around this bad behavior and sells its products to the highest bidder. Corruption and

greed has infected modern society to the point that we are killing ourselves and everything around

us. Greed is a serious danger for people, and above all, it has great signincance for the leaders of

this planet because it opens the door to vanity. When these leaders believe they are important,

powerful, they are like gods and in the end, they are slaves to all vices, such as greed and pride.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

bwkirk5

Well. Then obviously we need more studies. Study study study! Still it’s all so muddy! More data more

data more data. Whiiir clank buzz pphhhhtt wheeee! Hey Frank! WHAT! The GD data feed dropped!

WHAT? I said the GD DATA FEED DROPPED! We’re o�ine! Oh NO! Data! Data! Data! We need more data!

BANG! Frank? Oh my GOD! FRANK! FRANK! Hang on buddy!! Somebody call 911! God have mercy!

Enough of this crap!

Posted On 03/31/2023
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tanya_marquette

what was not noted is 1. Fauci, himself, stated Masks do not work but given people 'security' and 2.

WHO also stated that masks do not work other than to give people something to do and, probably more

importantly, is a way to gain control over the public, getting them to submit to a narrative being

promoted. It is really frightening that an institution so highly regarded for its independent standards of

science can so easily be bought off. The publicity of this buy off was not enough to shame the

organization and bring it back to its original high standard. No wonder Gates can laugh at how easy it

was for him to become a health guru--a few million dollars for marketers to rebrand him was all it took!

He did this during an interview series by ???Jon Stewart.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

blessthebeasts

It's also telling that our "leaders" only wore masks intermittently and also incorrectly, including

Fauci. They obviously knew/know that it's all a maskerade. Biden was especially ridiculous

fumbling around for his mask, coughing into his hands, etc.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

badboy2

I guess if you like breathing in your own exhaust waste, carbon dioxide, then I guess it would be more

benencial. Other than that, I only use them when I am spray painting and working with wood on the

table saw, especially with cedar, which its dust can be detrimental to one's lungs. Cancer and such.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

Yes, badboy, we must protest another consumerism that causes diseases and pollution, masks.

The Swansea University team found that heavy metals and plastic nbers were released when the

masks were immersed in water. Before the pandemic, we sought to reduce the use of plastic

straws, reduce packaging, but now we are seeing millions of these masks are exacerbating the

pollution of the planet and seriously affecting biodiversity. Siliceous fragments and leachable

organic and inorganic chemicals were observed in all disposable masks. Worrying heavy metals,

such as lead in association with silicon-bearing fragments, and other leachable metals such as

cadmium, antimony, and copper, were detected.

Also leachable polar organic species related to plastic additives and pollutants, polyamide

monomer and oligomers, surfactant molecules, dye-type molecules and polyethylene glycol,

representing environmental toxicity. Masks are usually collected, packaged, and sent to landnll, or

burned, releasing particles into the atmosphere that end up as "plastic rain." or “plastic smog” that

can get into your food, drinking water, and the air you breathe.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0043135421002311  .--

Posted On 03/31/2023
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badboy2

Yes Gui, sadly, humans are the only mammals that lives in its own waste.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

minimaniac1111

Never mind the fact that the "virus" particle is 30 times smaller than the pores in the mask. Of course

masks work. Yeah...right.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Segstar

LoL mini yep it's like trying to put out a forest nre with a garden hose.. I'm going to eat some steak,

pair it with some fermented grape juice and turn up some good tunes... cheers

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

DonettaNelson

I used Cochran for reference as a recent nutritional therapy student. Since I have found out they are

just another sell-out, they have lost my trust completely. Yes, there were valid articles. But in my

opinion, everything in their website has lost value. Very unfortunate. One bad apple does spoil the

whole bunch.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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wareagle82

It just never ends with the Covidians. It's why I've long held that this is not about public health and

probably never has been; it's a religion, a very lucrative religion provided one subscribes to all tenets of

the faith's dogma, never questions the fallibility of the priesthood even when there is ample reason for

doing so, and continues parroting harmful guidance disguised as science. If any part of that is

off-base, please point it out. The CDC is still pushing jabs on infants six months and older. Still. Despite

a raft of data showing young children to be at almost zero risk while there is ample evidence

documenting the potential harm of vaccines. It's as if these want the "sudden, unexplained" deaths to

keep happening.

It's as if the excess deaths in several countries are a feature, not a bug. It's as if causing a host of heart

and reproductive problems among otherwise healthy people is the goal. How can anyone draw the

opposite conclusion based on the actions of those involved? I realize those points violate our

expectations of oqcials and so-called experts, but when you exhausted the plausible reasons for

explaining something, you have to consider alternative conclusions. These people are not stupid. They

can read. They can understand data. They are choosing to ignore it and they count on the far too many

unquestioning people who remain in society to dutifully nod their heads and keep rolling up their

sleeves.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

tanya_marquette

Yes, covid was a) a big money maker, b) a test for controlling an entire population, and c) a political

agenda to promote the Great Reset of the WEF. Remember lockdowns forced people to use

technology for shopping and bill paying and communication, etc. It is a totally controllable process

where people were conditioned to accept living with this isolation. It was a priming process to

ready the public for "social credit cards" which can be used to control people completely. The entire

society is increasingly being monopolized by corporate control which was the Gates goal. Vaccines

are just one facet of this goal, a multi-faceted agenda to undo individual nation states and remove

controlling powers from access by the public.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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jhy7142

Wareagle once the brain has been washed it will always remain so . MK-ULTRA proved that to them

in the 60s and have been at it since . All schooling since the 70s was brain washing the brains of

the students . The more intense the subject the easier it was to get these people trying to pass

exams while cramming tons of misleading information into their tired and spent brains . If you

were lucky enough to graduate they had you by the balls . You just spent tons of money on your

indoctrination and are now ready to hit the job market having to pay back your tuition . Only grant

money keeps most of the lies going and the need to pay back your brain washing fees . A vicious

cycle indeed .

Posted On 03/31/2023
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catladyjan

Absolutely the masks work.......to promote fear and to control people that's how they work.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

versatile

COVID is an RSV. Mask use with RSVs is very effective at recycling the virus in an infected patient, thus

increasing the frequency and severity of infections in that patient with two common consequences:

higher infectiousness and Long RSV Clearly un-safe and defective..

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

RichJedi

principia-scientinc.org/the-science-that-shows-why-masks-fail-against..  An article from the New

England Journal of Medicine says this; "We know that wearing a mask outside health care facilities

offers little, if any, protection from infection. Public health authorities denne a signincant exposure to

Covid-19 as face-to-face contact within 6 feet with a patient with symptomatic Covid-19 that is

sustained for at least a few minutes (and some say more than 10 minutes or even 30 minutes). The

chance of catching Covid-19 from a passing interaction in a public space is therefore minimal.

In many cases, the desire for widespread masking is a redexive reaction to anxiety over the pandemic."

www.nejm.org/.../NEJMp2006372  Did you know that studies show that when doctors DON'T WEAR

MASKS during surgery, that post operative infections DROP by 50%? This ALONE tells you HOW

DANGEROUS and USELESS masks are as they become a bacteria factory that the person then

SPREADS all their germs ALL OVER the place with every breath. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/1853618

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

And as Dr. Mercola and this article report, the Cochrane Review shows COVID face masks are

worthless: Wearing masks in the community probably makes little or no difference to the outcome

of induenza-like illness (ILI)/COVID-19 like illness compared to not wearing masks; masks for

laboratory-connrmed induenza/SARS-CoV-2 compared to no masks similar result; N95/P2

respirators same result for clinical respiratory illness & lab-connrmed

palexander.substack.com/p/cochrane-review-shows-covid-face?utm_source=..  (02/03/2023)

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

[rstname_lastnamerunbox

And nothing is mentioned about the widely used uv by medical facilities across the globe to

sanitize instruments. Our sun, our nuclear ultra radioactive star, produces ALL the uv in our solar

system. Yet, every day here in Tucson, very sunny Tucson every day, one sees people walking alone

along on sidewalks with no one nearby, wearing a mask. Science, so what?

Posted On 03/31/2023
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RichJedi

I don't know why this is still such an area of debate when it's been known for decades that mass don't

work to stop any such viruses because viruses are too small even for an N95 mask. They ONLY work

on the INHALATION, meaning they're only even designed to stop YOU from breathing bad thing IN..

NOT PREVENT you from spreading germs around! This is why even in surgical settings especially not

only do they not work but they actually increase post-operative infections by 50%. Doc Graham:

MASKS! Folks, let a surgeon of 30 years (a.k.a. me) teach you about MASKS. COVID 19 virus particle

size averages 125 nanometers (0.125microns); the range is 0.06 microns to .14 microns; one needs an

electron microscope to see a COVID 19 virus particle.

The hoarded N 95 mask nlters down to 0.3 microns. So, N95 masks block few, if any, virions (virus

particles). This is a simple fact, so you just cannot argue against it. Other surgical masks, home-made

masks and kerchiefs do the following: 1) the allow free passage both ways (in and out) of COVID 19

virions. 2) they become a warm, damp or moist reservoir of COVID 19 particles in asymptomatic

"carriers" (estimated to be 85% of all people tested).

For surgeons, years of training, intimidation, and humiliation teach us to touch NOTHING but our

surgical neld. Lay people constantly touch, re-arrange, and manipulate their "masks", wonderfully

inoculating thousands of virus particles onto their bare or (even worse, gloved) hands. So, these

absurd masks ENCOURAGE the fomite transmission ("infected" articles-to-hand-to face transmission

of the virus). So, go ahead and allow idiots to delude and mislead you to the false sense of security -

and danger - of masks!" principia-scientinc.org/why-masks-dont-work-against-covid-19

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

DavidHenry959

We've also come to learn that medicine itself is corrupted, ie, a drugs vs diet and lifestyle.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

Yes, RichJedi, “You can fool everybody for a while. You can fool some all the time. But you can't

fool everyone all the time." Abraham Lincoln. White House chief medical adviser Fauci doesn't

actually believe face masks are effective in protecting people from the Wuhan coronavirus. The

true science reported by Dr. Mercola highlights the failure of the WHO, the danger of connnement

due to serious indoor transmission and useless masks that have been a hoax for the control and

manipulation of the masses. The masks have been an incentive to take the venom of the snake,

the terrible biological weapons and to instill fear, to enhance this false pandemic. World crises are

often caused, and other times unleashed by the corruption of institutions, and large multinationals,

which take advantage of the situation to grow, while the poor are getting poorer.

The great fortunes increasingly store more capital, while the underdeveloped countries and the

working class of the Western countries experience the greatest calamities. What COVID did, and

what the pandemic did, is show us what we don't want: surveillance, censorship, lockdowns, and

mandates are a preview of a future where we subscribe to the history of control, of progress equal

to control. . We were shown that so we could choose clearly, intentionally, and consciously. Right

now we have a very clear choice. Of course one of them is to preserve our human integrity and own

our body and soul.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

brianallen1

How many microns in the gap between the face and mask where it puckers up?

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Dordee

I do not, never have worn a mask unless required when visiting a drs oqce or hospital. I have never yet

gotten covid, any du, pneumonia despite the fact that I am 82, have diabetes, heart. Just use common

sense and keep immune system strong.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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jaygee123

8 WAYS IN WHICH YOUR HEALTH IS DAMAGED BY WEARING A FACE MASK

stopworldcontrol.com/facemasks  face mask hypoxia 1. Face-masks cause headache 2. Face-masks

can cause loss of consciousness 3. Causes respiratory problems due to increased airway resistance 4.

Face masks cause arteriosclerosis, increases risk of heart attacks and strokes 5. Deterioration of lung

function and reduced immunity 6. Face-masks enhance the development of tumors 7. Amplincation of

the viral infection leads to damage to the central nervous system 8. Increased concentration of the

virus in the lungs and nasal passages can lead to brain damage, circulatory dysfunction and

dysregulation of lung, kidney and heart function Dr. Russell Blaylock, author of The Blaylock Wellness

Report newsletter, is a nationally recognized board-certined neurosurgeon, health practitioner, author,

and lecturer.

He attended the Louisiana State University School of Medicine and completed his internship and

neurological residency at the Medical University of South Carolina. For 26 years, practiced

neurosurgery in addition to having a nutritional practice. He recently retired from his neurosurgical

duties to devote his full attention to nutritional research. Dr. Blaylock has authored four books,

Excitotoxins: The Taste That Kills, Health and Nutrition Secrets That Can Save Your Life, Natural

Strategies for Cancer Patients, and his most recent work, Cellular and Molecular Biology of Autism

Spectrum Disorders.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

brianallen1

The closest I've come to touching a mask is when I step on them in parking lots.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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tallulah3

That’s funny

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

brodiebrock12

LMAO

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

donttakethemark666

Fauci once said he was the 'science'. The lady from Pnzer said they moved at the "speed of science". I

think at that speed there was no way or need to test the vaccines. Later we learnt it was tested on 7 or

8 mice. The lady on climate in davos said they "own the science". This is "science for sale". It was

always there, predetermined results especially with the Big Pharma. Only this time the bastardisation

of scientinc research can no longer be covered.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Segstar

This is how those wanna be Gods roll..And there's no shortage of em on this here Earth....

Posted On 03/31/2023
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robbie2u

Studies will always have critics since they are designed and funded. Is there any other analysis that

can offer some insight? What about trend analysis which is more about looking at large numbers for

example did the masks reduce the numbers infected? What about mechanical analysis of masks and

wearer adherence, viral size and ease of transmission in public and private settings. What are the

conditions and settings that would make a mask protective or not protective as this seems to be the

main issue so if the mask was to work what are the hypothetical conditions and properties that must

exist for the mask and the virus and do we have these in the public or private setting.

It seems the critics believe that there is a setting where it does work. What is that setting and why does

it work given that the virus transmission is mainly aerosol and can hover in the air for many hours after,

the masks themselves do not stop aerosols but duid and must be used meticulously on a regularly

bases which means for the term of the pandemic with no slip ups. Perhaps the setting where it may

offer benent is in a short time frame only with a vulnerable group in society if that is the argument then

they should pursue that line but in the general setting over a period of years the proof is not there and

the reasons are many.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

tanya_marquette

Masks don't exist in a vaccuum. All the conditions you mention are part of the value of masks.

When it comes to ultra small microbes the masks that are typically worn, the ones that created a

huge pront for the mftrs, are useless. Not mentioned is the harm masks cause. They hold microbes

and feed them back in the body via the nose, entering the brain. Thus all those reports of

headaches and head colds, etc. Facial fungii infections are common especially when wearing these

muzzles all day. Why is they no focus on these actually harms! So even here we have a

manipulated conversation with a big piece of the situation effectively eliminated.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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baronkb

Tyrannical leftists will never give up a tool for control of the populus. Masks obviously do not work and

were a major means of exerting control. The fact that they are railing against the Cochrane report

simply underscores the lies and fallacies of their screed.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

exmouth123

Isn’t if fascinating that a reporter has more credibility than a world renowned medical scientist like Dr.

Thomas Jefferson of Oxford. When will people wake up, turn msm off for good or at least until they

show some honesty and integrity.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

VanTheMan88

It's astounding, isn't it, that mainstream media journalists can declare scientinc studies 'dawed'. As

if they are experts on the topic themselves. Because some scientinc publications would back up

that claim. In that case, we can equally do that, as we have scientinc publications backing up what

we claim.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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DavidHenry959

Agree. The MSM is the propaganda arm of the banks/megacorps. The alternative media obviously

has credibility, but one must apply critical thinking regardless of the supposed reputation of the

author.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

jhy7142

Ex not really when they get caught in everything they do .

Posted On 03/31/2023
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shangrila114

Of course masks DO work against respiratory viruses. An airborne virus remains airborne when it

encounters a human wearing a mask. This is because the mask is sealed from inside and outside and

glued to the human face such that no pathogen, living or otherwise, can ever dream of getting into "its"

respiratory passages. This does not need a meta analysis of the nndings of RCTs or other analysis to

prove. It should be obvious. Why is it that humans ("scientists") want to make issues such as this a big

scientinc conundrum requiring reams of time, energy and (even) paper to "prove", refute, refute the

refutation ad innnitum?

Is it not common sense that an airborne virus cannot be stopped with a mask unless you are stupid

enough to seal off your oxygen supply? Science has become a circus not unlike the parliamentary

systems of third world "democracies". And the circus clowns are "at it" once again. Hall of mirrors on

the one side and a total waste of resources on the other. Sorry, I will continue to trust my observation

and intuition. I am unimpressed with both sides of this useless argument as well as other scientinc

***-ups over what should otherwise reasonably be common sense.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Big]etch

The medical profession used to be held in high esteem also. Still populated by dedicated medics, but

like all groups, are being dictated to by the few. Many think that they should have made more of a

stand, but in fact they have more to lose than most.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

katndognco

Yah, poor nazi soldiers they were only doing their job. Everyone has a choice. Excuses are like

bellybuttons everyone’s got one.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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jhy7142

Big sometimes you must swim upstream to rid yourself of the parasites .

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Big]etch

Much prefer running uphill. The air is thinner up there. Less resitance, and better view hehehehe

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

ALeigh8

At my Dr. Appt. Yesterday, I implied that my slightly raised blood pressure (taken earlier by the nurse)

was higher than normal because I was required to wear a mask for entry into the building. Doc said I

could remove it, and a minute later he took my BP again. Normal results! He also informed me that the

mask requirement would be removed next week. So, perhaps these medical institutions are nnally

“getting it”.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Segstar

No they are not gittin it, THIS Plandemic is over, how do we know lol Brandon said so, besides they

have beaten it to death W/O their desired results ..They are now prepping for the next episode. Stay

tuned...

Posted On 03/31/2023
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jhy7142

No they are just getting ready for next disease they will bring out . Most likely Ebola

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Segstar

I wonder what future generations (if there will be any) would say about this one... Makes for interesting

dinner table conversations, but very few eats at the dinner table now, so who knows what they'll be

doing then....I can hear them cussing and name calling us, "whimps, lame, weak, cripple, pathetic,

dimsy, lousy, spineless mofos." Ah lordie, just indict anyone that stands in your way and don't stop,

ever..I only want about 200 more good healthy years, not being greedy, anything after that is gravy

..Sometimes you just need to get away from life's confusion and nnd a quiet, peaceful place.. And pair

that with good foods, good company , great ferments AND good music, this does it for ME....

https://youtu.be/ocLCLMZO6dc

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Guillermou

Yes, Segstar, we need the path that leads to love and happiness. With the Great Reset we have

learned that there is no security; we are navigating troubled waters and nothing is respecting life

and nature. But when we look at these years in greater detail, we understand that nothing has been

fortuitous. The chaos, pain and rage we have all faced with the corruption of predators who only

seek to entrench themselves in their pathetic beliefs of power and money has pushed us out of our

comfort zone, made us think outside the box and made us questions that we would never ask

ourselves in a normal situation. We need the protection of our conscience with full need of free

will.

Making a new homeland, No more corruption! We went out in a dock like quails in the bushes, to

recover our space, to save the country. It's going to go you have to go corruption cannot continue.

We were like ants carrying pieces of homeland, some for there and others for here, and also vice

versa. not a president he is a criminal... And we sing without being artists, and we scream without

having hate, We were like a work of art as a warrior of love, to your country to free you. Come on

people lets go, nothing stops this avalanche, these corrupt will resign, Or this town will shoot

them..

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

brianallen1

Sad to say but when the maskaholics reproduce and their offspring reproduce, they will probably

think we were geniuses for wearing cloth masks.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

minimaniac1111

Segstar check this one out: "Into The Mystic", by Van Morrison: www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Segstar

Brian it's a never ending cycle really.. Here it's terrible, i think it's getting worse, yesterday i almost

said something to someone ..But i just shook my head and continued driving laughing, Randy came

to mind lol ..Roberto Duran said it 43 years ago "no mas." Lol https://youtu.be/1s42r0nmsTk

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Segstar

Mini, Yeah Van is indeed the man, got it in my playlist .. Played this piece earlier as well

https://youtu.be/kqXSBe-qMGo

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Segstar

Gui just the other day i was thinking it would be nice to buy an island somewhere invisible to the

scum.. perhaps we can have some peace, at least for a while.. No end in sight to this

madness..Pipe dream :)..

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

jhy7142

Dinner conversations will be over a plate of crickets washed down with roach urine . You will own

nothing and be happy . As per your leader Klaus Schwab .

Posted On 03/31/2023
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drb6345

Yes of course masks work, they're the greatest discovery since gravity. Who would have thought that a

simple piece of fabric draped over your mouth could stop viruses dead in their tracks! The entire

industry of nltration can now retire or look for a new career. Asbestos removal? No problem, surgical

mask - those particles are huge compared to a virus. Clean rooms, contaminated environments,

industrial processes, molds, toxins, spores, biohazard areas etc. etc. nothing to worry about the mask

has your back!

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

ttbeets

It has always been my contention about masks, that if one can breathe - that is oxygen can get in and

cardon dioxide can get out; then so can the virus. Also, would you re-eat the waste coming out of your

rear end? The why re-breathe the waste coming out of your mouth?

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

shangrila114

Why? ... because Fauci says its all so delightfully delicious. In fact, he nnds viruses to be so insipid

that he recommends the wearing of more than one mask in favor of more and more delicious

dioxide. Really, I sometimes think he must breathe in some delectable crickets. Because its

become the davor of the month and I think you hear them come alive and chirp inside him most of

the time if you would listen to him very intently.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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LongTallTexan

democrats are big on virtue signaling - it's the same with everything related to green energy -

particularly EVs

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

ScottPec

Yes masks work by keeping people in fear

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Jim_Bo

Thank you again Dr. Mercola for being the true Free Press of the world! Most people think lamestream

media is a "public service" for news but in reality are the mouthpiece of BigPharma/Special Interests -

bought up and paid for. Much appreciation to Top Posters for your sound reasoning.
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robbie2u

If studies are induenced by donors, then donors should never be allowed to prove that they gave the

money for that study or person. They can say it but not prove it and in fact anyone should be able to

claim it even falsely so that it becomes a question of saying without proof in other words another party

acts as go-between and is given the money but the go-between never discloses the donor only that the

money has been distributed and the donor can never prove that they gave it since it is essentially

anonymous and anyone can say that they gave the money so as to keep it so.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Barbara Charis

I never believed all the nonsense about this virus fom the beginning. Being proactive and doing all the

things one should do to create a healthy immune system...I reallly didn't worry. I got an exemption, so I

wouldn't have to wear a mask...and we ordered groceries from the store. The one time we both went

marketing we were forced to wear masks. In less than a week my daughter and I came down with

Covid at the same time. She had just enough HCQ for one person...and made me take it. I didn't feel

well only one night...and went to bed at 6 PM...which was unusual for me as I am a night owl. However,

I was up the next morning without anything other than a slight cough for several weeks. My daughter

wound up sick for well over a week...and it took her quite awhile to get back to normal.  It proved to us

both that MASKS DO NOT WORK!!!  The virus was so miniscule that it could go through the much larger

portals in any masks. It showed the stupidity of those who promoted masks.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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ulika7

So what will it take until people nnally stop following the media? I’ll say my observation is such that the

Plandemic is for one purpose and that is to REDUCE GLOBAL POPULATION!!! There are 9,3 billion

hungry locusts. Start speaking of CONTRACEPTION in your family and see how fast the common

sense spreads. THINK FOR YOURSELF! Yes masks of highest quality do help. Cheap masks only

further the plandemic!!!

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

zumbacjg

I wore a mask when I had to for entrance into grocery stores, dentists & doctors’ oqces. I usually kept

one folded up in my pocketbook to reuse when necessary. I am probably lucky I didn’t get a sinus

infection. I knew the mask wasn’t going to prevent me from getting a virus or spreading it if I were

infectious. Without being a virologist or a molecular biologist, I knew the virus particle was too small to

be stopped by a dimsy mask. What I would be interested in knowing is how much tonnage of garbage

we generated by throwing away used masks. I haven’t read that tidbit yet. I don’t have to guess where

the majority of masks were made. It would not surprise me to read that paper masks contain

hazardous chemicals. Since one side is white, they are probably bleached.

And, when they are disposed of, they end up in landnlls and possibly our waterways & oceans. Another

piece of data I’d like to know is how many times people adjust their masks while wearing them.

Whatever that number is, it’s probably tripled or quadrupled for children. If one thought masks prevent

entry or exit for viruses, all those adjustments would invalidate that theory. And one more idiotic use of

masks: people were often required to wear a mask into a restaurant and then took them off at the table

to eat & drink. No restaurant has installed a virus zapper over each table. People laugh, cough, sneeze

and talk during dinner. Well, maybe not as much talking occurs now that everyone is using a smart

phone.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Heimdall1

First and foremost it should be clarined that viruses are not alive, they can't reproduce, so it all makes

no sense. They are cleansers, so if the pharma liars would tell the truth about that people would/might

ask if viruses are there for detox, what to detox from? If one would say to detox from toxins in food, to

detox from toxins in drugs, to detox from toxins in the air, to detox form toxins in water, to detox from

toxins literally everywhere the whole card house would fall apart and the usurers of the bible couldn't

make any money anymore..... "Allopathic medicine is based on the “germ theory”, that microbes and

viruses, cause disease. Medical science bases the use of vaccines on the theory that the body forms

antibodies to “nght” natural viruses.

They believe that these antibodies live on after the virus is contained, thereby creating immunity. First

we must consider the facts known to evaluate medicine’s viral theory. Science has proved that virus are

not alive, that they are predominantly protein but that they contain organic DNA. Science has proved

that virus increase only in the presence of live cells, and that they cause certain cells, and/or parts of

cells to dissolve. What is believed and taken as fact but not proved, is that viruses are

nondiscriminatingly destructive “things” that self-replicate. That is like saying that laundry soap,

because it is found in homes inhabited by..."

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

cavenewt

While I'm not arguing that Cochrane hasn't lost credibility in the last few years, I think the skeptical

press, especially, has been sensationalizing what Soares-Weiser said in her statement. If you go to the

Cochrane website and read her whole statement — which, disappointingly, is not available as a link

from the study page, but one has to look for it under the News tab — it sounds more like she was

saying the conclusions of the study were open to misinterpretation and she was asking the authors for

less-ambiguous wording in their conclusion. I agree that the extra hoops Jefferson and his team were

forced to jump through in the process of publishing the article, and the fact that the editor felt she had

to issue a statement due to press pressure, are yet more examples of the dogmatic mainstream

narrative and the crushing of what science is supposed to be about.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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qofmiwok

Cochrane used to mean something and people just haven't ngured out yet that they no longer do.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

one8280

I can't believe, on this site, I was censored for using the correct spelling of the word "Notzees"

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

one8280

The mask *** are just gonna keep pushing this mask crap!

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

jhy7142

They are the ones we must defeat nrst before the main perps .

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Eevee

Well two nurses who do not know each other, one is a family member, the other I met in a shop, both

told me masks can cause hypoxia. Now there are many different kinds of masks, the family member

said the ones she had at work would not cause hypoxia but that they are expensive and most of the

public would not be able to get them. So it all depends on the mask.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

Maritt

Any type of cover over your nose will cause hypoxia - hypoxia is bad for brain health (think

dementia), promote the growth of cancers and could result in fainting. Most people are not able to

breathe in enough oxygen even without a mask, therefore wearing a mask is making this even

worse.

Posted On 04/01/2023

 

Kiesha284

Although I agree with most of what Dr. Mercola writes, as a health care provider, researcher and

decades-long immunocompromised autoimmune disease patient, you will never convince me that

masks don't reduce transmission. It's almost impossible to do a valid study. Even if you teach people

how to properly wear a mask, studies show they still don't follow proper protocol. Further, all you have

to do is make the slightest mistake removing it and voila, mask protection undone. And nnally, masks

don't protect people's eyes. Although masks aren't foolproof, I have no doubt that I'm still alive today

because I have a full face mask that covers my eyes and has its own respirator. It's the kind of device

you can imagine seeing after a nuclear attack. Granted, this is not your basic N-95 mask, but it proves

that the concept of masking is a valid one. It's the denciencies of the products and their faulty

implementation that cause failure.
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cavenewt

You could also walk around in a full deep-sea diver's outnt with your own oxygen and that would

protect you. But the point of the studies was whether or not masking could help in an epidemic or

pandemic real-world situation. The fact that, in practical terms, it's impossible to get people to use

masks properly, even assuming they do work, means that masking as a nonpharmaceutical

intervention is not really helpful. It's just performative. We can argue all day long about studies. If

masking was actually effective, we would have seen real-world effects of that by now.

The fact that there's no good pro-mask study, considering the vast spigot of money available over

the last three years to produce one, is pretty telling also. Vulnerable people like yourself are

welcome to wear an effective mask, as you do. Just as the people in the cancer clinic I went to

(pre-Covid) who were vulnerable due to chemotherapy wore masks, along with their caregivers. But

forcing everyone else to wear a mask is arguably unreasonable.

Posted On 03/31/2023

 

brianallen1

OR, you could be alive today if you never wore it. Millions of people as myself never donned any

muzzle and did not die. I am healthier than ever.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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greggieboy

Neither I or my lady friend have been Vaccinated for Covid. However, my lady friend is an

Anesthesiologist and is on the front lines of this. She swears by an N95 masks as prevention. She dys

all over the world , double masked on airplanes, and she , nor I have gotten Covid. A couple years ago a

lady friend of hers, also an Anesthesiologist, worked Very Closely with a young Doctor in Los Angeles

who got Covid ..and died. It was pretty big story when it happened. Again, the N95 masks seemed to

protect her friend. So, I am wearing a N95 mask when I go to Home Depot, the grocery store etc and

have not gone to the family cousins Christmas Party, the Best Party in town, for 3 years. I survived a

Massive heart attack 8 years ago and a Massive stroke 5 years ago, so I Don’t want Covid. I will be 72

in a week. So, it is “ steady as she goes” with the N95 masks for me and my lady friend.

Posted On 03/31/2023
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Maritt

A classic fallacious argument, "Well, if masks don't work, then why do surgeons wear them?"

www.sott.net/article/438827-A-classic-fallacious-argument-If-masks-don..  ".. there is no question

in my mind that healthy people should not be wearing surgical or cloth masks. Nor should we be

recommending universal masking of all members of the population. The premise that surgeons

wearing masks serves as evidence that "masks must work to prevent viral transmission" is a

logical fallacy that I would classify as an argument of false equivalence, or comparing "apples to

oranges." Although surgeons do wear masks to prevent their respiratory droplets from

contaminating the surgical neld and the exposed internal tissues of our surgical patients, that is

about as far as the analogy extends.

Surgical and cloth masks do nothing to prevent viral transmission. .. face masks have never been

shown to prevent or protect against viral transmission. Which is exactly why they have never been

recommended for use during the seasonal du outbreak, epidemics, or previous pandemics. If a

surgeon were sick, especially with a viral infection, they would not perform surgery as they know

the virus would NOT be stopped by their surgical mask. Another area of "false equivalence" has to

do with the environment in which the masks are worn.

The environments in which surgeons wear masks minimize the adverse effects surgical masks

have on their wearers. .. surgeons work in sterile surgical suites equipped with heavy duty air

exchange systems that maintain positive pressures, exchange and nlter the room air at a very high

level, and increase the oxygen content of the room air. these conditions limit the negative effects

of masks on the surgeon and operating room staff. And yet despite these extreme climate control

conditions, clinical studies demonstrate the negative effects (lowering arterial O2 and CO2

re-breathing) on surgeon physiology and performance"
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TommyTwoGloves50

Masks are for Halloween trick or treaters and Tik-Tarded dancing nurses. Put a condom on your head

and breath in deeply! Trojans burst under pressure. Thanks to the Stanford Cards for that line directed

at USC!
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bfr27915

Completely off topic, but I like Alex Krainer. His most recent. "USA is the central battleneld in the global

total war" alexkrainer.substack.com/.../usa-is-the-central-battleneld-in   "There can be little doubt that

we are at war, except it's not quite like in the movies. This war is unlike any others about which we

learned in school where two opposed forces meet in a battleneld and nght it out until one side prevails.

"
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VickyD.

I have a sincere question. My young daughter has special needs, severe health problems and

immunocompromised system. I agree with all of what dear Dr. M and everyone here has said. So far so

good. BUT what about face shields? Those are hard plastic. Viruses cannot go through it. They will not

stop viruses from entering my daughter's nostrils when someone sneezes or coughs, as viruses will be

in the air and dow directly to her face through the open bottom of the face shield. But they *will* stop

saliva droplets from reaching her face when people speak. As far as I can see, face shields would

protect her in every situation where no one is coughing or sneezing. (I handle the face shield by the

headband on the back of it, without touching the plastic on the front.) Does my thinking make sense, or

I am not seeing something? I'd really appreciate your guidance which I know will be reliable!
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guyhawkins

this is just silly - what size is a virus? what size are the 'holes' in the paper surgery masks? if the 'holes

were small enough to stop a virus it would be impossible to breath through the paper mask - those are

the facts no studies necessary - every medical doctor knows that masks were not made to stop viruses

or germs - masks stop blood and other bodily duids from incisions squirting medical staff in the face

and stop mucus drips and spittle from landing in incisions
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mrrobb

Masks are also used in surgeries to prevent Dr N Nurses from drooling in a body....LOL
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harvelicious

Still debating the face diaper issue? Really? Just can't nx stupid... Never enough facts or truth to

change minds & no cure for the insatiable addictive emotional "juice" of the bloodlust for power,

feigned virtue, & "being right". Here's the only important fact anyone needs to know: NO PATHOGENIC

VIRUSES EXIST! END OF STORY! Now, for all those junkies who love wasting their time in the drama

club theatrics of bouncing the phantom "virus" ball, here a a few pertinent facts: 1) every face diaper

manufacturer prints a disclaimer on the package, as quoted for N95 masks from McCordick, as

follows: "THIS RESPIRATOR HELPS TO PROTECT AGAINST CERTAIN PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS

BUT DOES NOT ELIMINATE EXPOSURE TO OR RISK OF CONTRACTING DISEASE OR INFECTION.

MISUSE MAY RESULT IN SICKNESS OR DEATH."; 2) based on "oqcial scientinc data" regarding the size

of the "virus" & the nltering capability of the N95 mask, to put it into an accurate visual perspective, it

would be equivalent to you walking through a door 30 FT wide & 30 FT high; 3) the wearing of masks is

behavioral modincation & relentless re-enforcement of the "bogeyman" & proliferates fear-porn; 4)

focus the hysteria on masks wearing while people beg for & line up for the real killer; 5) a

measurement tool for monitoring acceptance & compliance; 6) is a passive powerful visual marker &

symbol for signaling 'obedience'; 7) masks aided in causing people to get sick; 8) the China made

masks contain toxins & contaminants; 9) destroys families/relationships & provides the excuse for

people to abandon rationality & common sense, fueling anti-social behavior & psychopathy; 10) helped

"snitches" & spawned blame, segregation, ostracization & hate to foment & proliferate; 11) masks

became a "security blanket" in lieu of truth; 12) depleted oxygen lowered immunity, created lethargy, &

caused mass cognitive dysfunction; 13) greatly benented AI to focus & improve eye scanning

technology; 14) a huge theft of wealth.
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jhy7142

Harvel agree totally if we keep talking deadly viruses they keep winning . For those who believe go

back and study the virus theory without the dam indoctrination you have been thru . That goes for

everything we have been taught for our entire lives. I keep saying nothing has changed the same

liars that brought us this big lie have been in charge of education and the media for the last 100

years . We live in a world of lies and deceit . Take the journey back in time and learn real history .
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harvelicious

jhy - absolutely correct. Every single law, statute, act, rule, diktat, bill, regulation, mandate, order,

ordinance, policy, program, procedure, system, process, plan, contract, curriculum, agreement,

agenda, etc., created by government, corporations, rulers, NGO's, the legal system & technology is

designed purposefully to enslave humanity, destroy liberty, erase Reality & historic wisdom, &

stymie inherent creativity. But, yet, people readily & willingly abandon truths, responsibility,

accountability, principles, ethics, virtue & vigilance in lieu of petulant, immature, irrational,

nve-sense perceptive reptilian emotionality, instant gratincation & temporal self-serving incentives.

The satanic cult knows this all too well, for they are much the same, except, for the fact that they

have all the "toys", "have a means to the end" plan & gleefully deploy the deleterious self-gratifying

weaponry of "fear of loss", gluttony, hedonism, & debauchery to manipulate & satiate the penned

up, "no mind" fat hogs at the trough of lustful desire, until its time to slaughter. For the

psychopathic satanists, now that technology has evolved enough, the time has come to dispose of

the disgusting livestock & move on to play with their new technology toys, robotics, & "immortalize

themselves with transhumanism.

They fully plan to utilize these new toys to complete the transition, as they have shown in their

sadistic dystopian hollywood movies & video games. The good news is that the people still

possess the power within them to stop the game & reclaim their God-given Free Will. The question

is, will, We, the People, wake up, clutch the cannons of Reality & deploy our greatest defensive

power, the omnipotent power of truth, liberty & virtue?
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steelj

I read several years ago, doesn't seem like as far back as 2006 when Gates began giving them money,

but maybe it was, that Cochrane was not to be taken seriously anymore. I've been surprised to see

them venerated again in the non-msm media lately, since I'm sure their self-indicted demise was

common knowledge.
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mrrobb

Oh.. By the way....if you can smell the fart just let go..then you KNOW for a FACT.......your mask is

WORTHLESS............or it's Full of Sh-------Its NOT WORKING AS ADVERTISED!!!!!!!! Maybe start a Class

Action Suit against mask makers and Dr Fauci and the US Medical scam and every Senator and Rep

that FORCED TO BE Masked, including stores and post oqces and every other mindless companies

that had anything to do with masks...
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mrrobb

Class Action Lawsuits by the millions.....CLOG up the Jew run Justice system...........make Lawyers

RICHER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! SUE!!!!......SUE SUE SUE
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jhy7142

mrrob that must happen
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mrrobb

Read and weep >> mdsafetech.org/2021/07/19/wildlife-and-biodiversity-a-disappearing-act..
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mrrobb

This is so OLD this has Mould growing in it.....why is this absurd subject being DRAGGED OUT AGAIN

???? Kinda like Dragging around an Old Horse to show off the maggots...........ridiculessssss
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mrrobb

yes!!!! Why an interview with JunkieJoe stated that""Cocaine Databaseof StayinHighReviews is very

accurate... Cocaine from Columbia is better than Cocaine from Iran.""..... and Of course Old JunkieJoe

KNOWS, cuz he shoots-up every 3 hours.....but he quit snortin as his nose has rotted away....poor

JunkieJoe !!!!!! Boooohooooooo   But You can Help Junkie Joe stay High.....send MONEY!!!!!!!
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mrrobb

Well Kind old Me.....I supplied JunkieJoe with a Brand-New Roomy Freezer Box so he can sleep in a

Newer Model of plasticized water resistant Cardboard Box   ........I know I am such a Wonderful Old

Man.....:)
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mrrobb

Dammmit,,,,i almost put my shoulder out of joint patting self on back.....:) happy spring!!!!!!
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Segstar

Lol ah mountain rrobb thanks for the laughs..We used to have a saying at work if you don't pat

yourself on the back no one will..lol
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zabm47

Now we really dont know ?
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brodiebrock12

If you choose to be confused at this point it's on you...we KNOW. WE knew BEFORE 2020.
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Maritt

New on this site and already confused.
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HIghtails

Before sending our kids to kindergarten, most of us parents teach them to cover their mouths and

noses when they sneeze. As far as I know, there haven't been formal studies of whether, and to what

extent, this behavior prevents or mitigates the spread of "germs." It's common sense, and that's why it

has become a nxture of etiquette virtually everywhere. Not going to school or work when you're sick is

another common sense practice that would be hard to fault scientincally. Now that we recognize,

because of science, that spread is not contained by such measures, we still observe them because

they are "prosocial" behaviors that probably do help, even to a small extent, they signal a kind of

solidarity, and they either help us (staying home when sick and receiving care or caring for ourselves)

when we do them, or at least don't harm us.

I recognized mask wearing as akin to these common sense measures. I wore a mask when I went into

stores and requested that customers wear them in mine. I felt that outdoors they made little sense and

interfered with taking in fresh air. The debates and mandates were the kind of distraction that allowed

opinions, redecting personal biases, to fester into deep divisions, polarization and hatred. Continuing

to dog this deadly horse helps no one. The Cochrane study didn't determine that masks were/are

harmful - just that it didn't have the evidence to pronounce them "effective." Just like sneezing into your

elbow or staying home when you're sick. Can't we leave this? Vaccine mandates, on the other hand, are

serious issues - although their harms and helps are much more complicated to evaluate than both

sides will admit. A humbler attitude is called for, before the divisiveness and hatred does more harm

than this or any virus.
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calico48

You’re missing the bigger picture. Forcing people to wear worse than useless masks is tyrannical

and comparing them to covering your mouth and nose when sneezing so as not to blow snot all

over the place is ridiculous. Push back on this demonic mandate or expect even worse in the

future. Sometimes “hatred” is actually a good thing - like when it arrises to recognize and combat

danger. If it didn’t have a purpose why would it exist?
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Darwina

If they were so harmless why did the masks make me feel ill and dizzy after half an hour?
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Maritt

Great post calico
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Randyfast

The Twilight Zone: "Imagine if you will"...a man wearing the mask over his beard. You would think that

someone other than myself would have mentioned something about that by now!
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Guillermou

Yes Randy, also: Experts are denouncing the impact of the pandemic and connnement on children's

speech, language and communication development. The nrst factor: the mask. "It is depriving us of

non-verbal communication," she explains about the way in which masks do not prevent us from

observing facial gestures, something especially important when learning to speak. "Babies, when

they are born, pay more attention to the eyes of people. From their nrst year of life or a year and a

half, they focus on the movements of the lips of adults when they speak", he develops, for his part ,

Nria Esteve Gibert, associate professor of Psychology and Educational Sciences Studies at the

Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC).

This is when they start to babble and say their nrst words. Her look - which helps them distinguish

sounds and even languages - now comes face-to-face with a mask. All these issues are

exacerbated in boys and girls with dyslexia, autism spectrum disorders or hearing disorders. The

latter, in fact, often compensate for hearing problems by looking at the lips of the person speaking

to them. "Not having this information can cause them even more impediments," explains Esteve,

from the UOC,
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Segstar

Randy i'm picturing a guy that used to work with us with a very large moustache like Cat Weasel

..You would have loved to see him in the lunch room after he had his bowl of soup, barf lol.. ..
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Randyfast

Yes, Gui; the masks are having a very negative effect on the children in more ways than

one...mentally, emotionally and physically. The entities pushing this evil aren't stupid - just evil.

They're fully aware of the harm they are causing. Many People read lips. Personally, from the time I

cover my breathing apparatus with a mask, my face begins to sweat. When I was forced to wear

one, in order to purchase groceries; I kept it below my nose as much as possible. 1. I can't stand

having my oxygen intake blocked. 2. I can't stand any synthetic material covering my face. I can

smell the toxic nbres. It amazes me when I see people cycling and jogging with the muzzle on (not

really!). We are dennitely living in the Matrix --- Seg; No thanks; I don't think I would have wanted to

see that!
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jhy7142

The whole mask thing is so ridicules Randy that we over look the most obvious .
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Randyfast

Jhy; everything that has transpired within the past three years is ridiculous in the extreme! That's

why I was saying from the beginning that we were living in the Matrix...nothing makes any sense

anymore. BTW: The "obvious", I see right away. The hidden, takes me a bit longer. ;)
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brodiebrock12

For the love of GOD are we still talking about what we all know over and over and over? The

redundancy is deafening. Will we see this very same story 1, 3,5 25 + years from now? Just sayin
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brianallen1

True, but as time goes on we get to post more stupid, foolish and insane actions by the public.
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Segstar

Now that Brandon says this crap show is over, what you guys think will be the next plandemic..
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allunoisrong

I guess I missed the memo where a "virus" has actually been isolated and then proven to be so

dastardly. Indeed, I have seen plenty of qualined people saying the same thing. But even here,

everybody acts like there is such a thing.
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jhy7142

Thats because the so called educated still cant admit they have been fooled so badly by the evil

sorcerers of science . As fraudci says follow the science .
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